YoYa Toys Beadeez Unicorn Squishy Stress Balls Toy (3-Pack) for
Girls, Boys, or Adults - Colorful, Gel Water Beads Balls Inside Promote Anxiety and Stress Relief - Promote Calm Focus and Play
Review-2021

Fun and Colorful Squishy Unicorn â€“ Great squishy toys for kids and adults, these gel-infused
unicorn toys feature a golden horn with matching hooves, long tail, and cute little mane, all to help
relieve stress while inspiring the magic inside us!
Relieve Stress and Restore Focus â€“ Offer self-regulating stimulation these colorful stress balls can
be pulled, stretched, and smashed to promote calming focus and relaxation, reduce anxiety and
tension, and support those with ADHD or autism.
Exciting Colors, Cute Animal Shapes â€“ Designed to look like a little plump unicorn, these stretchy
horses come in transparent colors that let you see the water balls on the inside, including a blue
unicorn, pink unicorn, and multicolored unicorn.
Play with Them Anywhere â€“ Far better than a simple sensory toy for kids or stress ball for adults
these adorable, squishable unicorn toys can be kept on your desk, in a backpack, or even in the car
to provide playful fun no matter where you go.
Trusted Risk-Free Purchase â€“ Each kid-friendly, non-toxic stress ball is made to withstand the
squeezing, pushing, and stretching and comes backed by a 100% money back guarantee to ensure
theyâ€™re perfect for you or your children.Make play time a blast with our finest toys and games!
Our story
How we got our start?
Propelled by our desire to introduce classic toys to a new generation of children, YoYa Toys got its
start back in 2016 by two best friends. Since we were 6 years old, weâ€™ve dreamt of finding a way
to hold onto the fun of creating toys, outdoor games, and squishiesâ€“â€“that dream turned into
YoYa Toys.
What makes our product unique?
Fun and joy are at the core of who we are; but sensory toys like our squishies and stress balls also
have a calming and satisfying effect! Plus, in an increasingly tech-based world, our outdoor toys
keep your child active. Our wide range of toys provide timeless entertainment for kids of all ages!
Why we love what we do?
Founding YoYa Toys allowed us to have as much fun as 30 years ago, when we were making up
games until dinner was ready or the sun went down. Itâ€™s our hope that our toys inspire the same
lighthearted feeling in todayâ€™s youth; for, itâ€™s this feeling that grew our small business into a
global brand. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture,
description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

